THE WATERSLIDE GUIDE
WhiteWater's waterslides are the best in the world. Our award winning products and industry leading technology can be found in world-renowned waterparks globally. Offering superior quality fiberglass and expertly engineered slide path designs, our waterslides are optimized for safety and fun.

A Truly Global Company WhiteWater waterslides can be found on every continent in the world except Antarctica, with over 5000 installations worldwide. Our 21 international offices provide access to WhiteWater employees that can answer your questions in 24 different languages.

Award Winning Throughout the past 34 years, our waterslides have received over 100 prestigious industry awards, such as IAAPA Best New Product Awards, WWA Leading Edge Awards, Amusement Today Golden Ticket Awards as well as honors from local, national and global news and industry media.

Innovations and Patented Technology Our dedicated Product Development Team is constantly innovating, improving and developing ORIGINAL waterslides. With a comprehensive understanding of the market and emerging trends in technology, WhiteWater is continuously evolving and perfecting products and manufacturing processes. WhiteWater has an industry leading 125+ patents issued.

Master Planning and Design We don’t just sell waterpark products but provide the expertise to plan, design, install, and deliver the ultimate WOW experience. With the best architects, designers and engineers in the world, we create waterparks that are in harmony with the environmental surroundings and maximize the site potential.
ANAConDA™

The world’s largest diameter waterslide!

Build anticipation as riders plunge into the dark, serpentine depths of the world’s largest diameter waterslide. Intense vertical banking sends riders 4.6m (15ft) high on the wall of the Anaconda™ to deliver unstoppable thrills.

WORLD’S LARGEST diameter flume 9.1m (30ft)

PREFERRED SUPPLIER to world-renowned clients

Atlantis the Palm, Dubai, UAE

Guaranteed to INCREASE ATTENDANCE

Patented Technology

US9430760 B2; US9070383 B1; US705882 S1

Vehicle

4, 6 or 8 person family raft

Hourly Capacity

540-1080 guests

So large it swallows other waterslides whole!

WhiteWater’s revolutionary Flume-thru-Flume™ technology allows additional waterslides to pass through the belly of the Anaconda™.

Atlantis the Palm, Dubai features the iconic Anaconda™ with two body slides inside offering a unique and memorable experience.

WWA Leading Edge Award Winner 2014

Aquaventure Waterpark, UAE

2014

WORLD’S BEST WATERSLIDES

 guaranteed to INCREASE ATTENDANCE

 Atlantis the Palm, Dubai, UAE

Patented Technology

US9430760 B2; US9070383 B1; US705882 S1

Vehicle

4, 6 or 8 person family raft

Hourly Capacity

540-1080 guests

So large it swallows other waterslides whole!

WhiteWater’s revolutionary Flume-thru-Flume™ technology allows additional waterslides to pass through the belly of the Anaconda™.

Atlantis the Palm, Dubai features the iconic Anaconda™ with two body slides inside offering a unique and memorable experience.
A waterslide that is shaking things up!

Uniquely engineered rattles send guests into unexpectedly fast near vertical oscillations. With different lengths of cylinders, the Rattler™ lets riders experience completely different sensations since each rattle is longer than the last on this next generation waterslide.

RATTLER™

Available as a Kid’s Slide

Provide the little ones with an equivalent play experience. The Rattler™ is one of the many waterslides which can be made as a Kid’s Slide, providing an exciting and safe experience.

Patented Technology

Vehicle

Hourly Capacity

1-2 person inner-tube

4 or 6 person family raft

480-1080 guests

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Nusajaya, Johor, Malaysia

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Lotte Gimhae Waterpark, Busan, South Korea

CUSTOM THEMING

enhances overall guest satisfaction

ADDITIONAL RATTLES

each provide different experiences

ideal for a light and sound PACKAGE

MORE EXCITING

than the last rattle

European Star Award

Rattler™ at Aqua-Lazika, Georgia

2013, 2014

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada

Available as a Kid’s Slide

Provide the little ones with an equivalent play experience. The Rattler™ is one of the many waterslides which can be made as a Kid’s Slide, providing an exciting and safe experience.

Patented Technology

Vehicle

Hourly Capacity

1-2 person inner-tube

4 or 6 person family raft

480-1080 guests

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Nusajaya, Johor, Malaysia

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Lotte Gimhae Waterpark, Busan, South Korea

CUSTOM THEMING

enhances overall guest satisfaction

ADDITIONAL RATTLES

each provide different experiences

ideal for a light and sound PACKAGE

MORE EXCITING

than the last rattle

European Star Award

Rattler™ at Aqua-Lazika, Georgia

2013, 2014

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada

Available as a Kid’s Slide

Provide the little ones with an equivalent play experience. The Rattler™ is one of the many waterslides which can be made as a Kid’s Slide, providing an exciting and safe experience.

Patented Technology

Vehicle

Hourly Capacity

1-2 person inner-tube

4 or 6 person family raft

480-1080 guests

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Nusajaya, Johor, Malaysia

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Lotte Gimhae Waterpark, Busan, South Korea

CUSTOM THEMING

enhances overall guest satisfaction

ADDITIONAL RATTLES

each provide different experiences

ideal for a light and sound PACKAGE

MORE EXCITING

than the last rattle

European Star Award

Rattler™ at Aqua-Lazika, Georgia

2013, 2014

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada

Available as a Kid’s Slide

Provide the little ones with an equivalent play experience. The Rattler™ is one of the many waterslides which can be made as a Kid’s Slide, providing an exciting and safe experience.

Patented Technology

Vehicle

Hourly Capacity

1-2 person inner-tube

4 or 6 person family raft

480-1080 guests

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Nusajaya, Johor, Malaysia

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Lotte Gimhae Waterpark, Busan, South Korea

CUSTOM THEMING

enhances overall guest satisfaction

ADDITIONAL RATTLES

each provide different experiences

ideal for a light and sound PACKAGE

MORE EXCITING

than the last rattle

European Star Award

Rattler™ at Aqua-Lazika, Georgia

2013, 2014

Wet’n’Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada

Available as a Kid’s Slide

Provide the little ones with an equivalent play experience. The Rattler™ is one of the many waterslides which can be made as a Kid’s Slide, providing an exciting and safe experience.
MEGA fun shared with family and friends!

The ultimate family rafting experience offers a multitude of sensations with tighter turns, higher banks and steep drops into the vast MEGAtube™. Exhilarating oscillations provide face-to-face lasting memories and superior entertainment value.

Benefits of integrating custom theming:
• Tell a story throughout the waterpark or individual waterslide
• Enhance your guests’ imagination and overall experience
• Extend your hours with addition of a light and sound package
• Generate additional revenue with merchandise opportunities such as “I was swallowed by the Python!”
Constrictor

Not just your ordinary waterslide!
In complete darkness riders experience a series of spine-tingling spirals created by the tightest, highest banking turns in the industry. The unique fiberglass pattern produces a snake-skin like appearance that is a visually appealing addition to any waterpark.

High Speed Turns
up to 29km/h (18mph)

Translucent sections add
Natural Lighting

UNLIMITED fiberglass colour options

Patented Technology
USD705883 S1

Vehicle
1-2 person inner-tube
4 person family raft

Hourly Capacity
480-720 guests

Go it alone or share the experience in 1-2 person inner-tubes or 4, 6 or 8 person family rafts

*8 person family rafts only compatible with select waterslides
**Three Spheres Triple the Fun**

*A waterslide experience like never before!
Starting with a heart pounding drop, riders speed down an enclosed serpentine flume experiencing high speed twists and turns. Riders are then injected into large spheres where they bank around 90° corners and experience extreme oscillations that seem to last forever.*

**AQUASPHERE™**

**Hourly Capacity**
- 240 guests

**Vehicle**
- 2 person inner-tube
- 4 or 6 person family raft

**Sound and light packages:**
- **Bronze**
  - All guests have the same experience, with a preset theme of your choosing.
- **Silver**
  - Guests can choose from up to 4 different theme experiences on a push button console at the waterslide entrance.
- **Gold**
  - Guests can choose from over 4 different theme experiences on a touchscreen display at the waterslide entrance, featuring deluxe lighting effects and enhanced sound.

**ORIGINAL design presented to Yas Waterworld in 2007.**
Winner of IAAPA Best New Product Award

This one goes down in history for revolutionizing the waterpark industry by adding an iconic experience to a traditional waterslide. Featuring a steep drop that takes riders up a near vertical wall for a moment of weightlessness and into free fall, riders surmount a surprise hump before splashing into the shutdown area.

Patented Technology
Vehicle
1-2 person inner-tube
4, 6 or 8 person family raft
Hourly Capacity
360-1080 guests

Add spectator appeal with dedicated viewing areas to increase guest excitement and satisfaction which facilitates:
- Extended length of stay
- Photo opportunities for sharing
- Increased food and beverage sales
- Additional merchandise revenue

RATED FAVOURITE
waterslide by industry experts

ULTIMATE COMBINATION
of sensations within one waterslide

PROUD SUPPLIER
to TripAdvisor’s Top 10 waterparks*

* TripAdvisor.com

develop immersive experiences with
CUSTOM THEMING

Conceptual Thematic Rendering
The most exciting funnel waterslide EVER!

The dramatic visual impact of the Abyss™ and the echo of screams and laughter radiating out immediately piques guests’ curiosity. The large drop, extended funnel and reduced water use initiate an increased vertical climb to maximize the number and length of side-to-side oscillations.

LARGEST funnel ride in the industry
Tokyo Summerland, Tokyo, Japan

rafts allow families to sit side-by-side for the HIGHEST CAPACITY
Sunway Lagoon, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

MORE OSCILLATIONS in the safest slide path
Tokyo Summerland, Tokyo, Japan

PARADISE ISLAND, CHENGDU, CHINA

Curl
Open
Enclosed With End Cap
Enclosed

IAAPA Brass Ring Award Best New Product 2010

IAAPA Brass Ring Award
Best New Product 2010

Not available in some markets.

Vehicle
4, 6 or 8 person family raft*

Hourly Capacity
360-1080 guests

*no weight restrictions

Available in four different models

ABYSS 71
ABYSS 55

Increased vertical climb and HIGHER WALLS
Models available in four different sizes

Abyss 45 and Abyss 60 also available

Largest funnel ride in the industry

LARGEST HIGHEST CAPACITY MORE OSCILLATIONS
MANTA™

An engineering masterpiece!
Riders in 3, 4, 6 or 8 person family rafts appear at the top of an eye-widening massive opening as they roll over the edge into an unforeseen path. Rapid direction changes and numerous exhilarating oscillations create a unique experience every time. Flexible footprint is ideal for indoor installations.

FUSION WATERSLIDE

Ideal to combine two or more iconic waterslides into a single slide path to provide guests with the maximum combination of sensations. Extend the ride length and create mind-blowing magnitude with truly one-of-a-kind waterslide experiences.

Vehicle
4, 6 or 8 person family raft

Hourly Capacity
720 guests

SAWTOOTH DESIGN

6 person family raft offers 50%
HIGHER CAPACITY

Nagashima Resort, Kuwana, Japan

Exclusive WhiteWater ORIGINAL

Nagashima Resort, Kuwana, Japan
The smoothest and coolest Water Coaster®!

Accelerate uphill at adrenaline-building speeds with our innovative magnetic propulsion system. The AdrenaLIM® keeps riders on the edge with surprises at every corner, barely catching their breath before the next big drop.

CUSTOMIZE to fit your space and budget

EFFICIENT use of water and energy

Save on steel with a tower-less waterslide

The AdrenaLIM® can take guests all around the waterpark with a seemingly unlimited slide path, starting from the ground. LIM technology is the most powerful waterslide propulsion method.

Largest drop and uphill

23M (75.5FT)

Vehicle
4 person inline raft

Hourly Capacity
480 guests

Not Available for Sale in the U.S.A.
Voted Best Waterpark Ride for Over 10 Years

Award winning hills and thrills!
Advanced water technology powers riders through a gravity-defying experience. Double or quadruple the fun with dueling Master Blasters® allowing riders to challenge each other around breathtaking curves and hair-raising drops.

Hourly Capacity
360-1080 guests

Vehicle
1-2 person inner-tube
4 or 6 person family raft

Patented Technology
US 7,731,595 B2; US5011134 A; US5213547 A; US5230662 A; US5779553 A; US5779553 A; US8,070,616 B2; CA2674329 C

World's First and most reliable uphill water coaster®

Transparent Acrylic Water Coaster®
The first Water Coaster® aboard a cruise ship required creative problem solving, expert engineering and a high level of client collaboration. WhiteWater is proud to go above and beyond for world-renowned clients.
**FAMILY RAFT RIDE**

A true "WhiteWater" rafting experience!

This classic waterslide has been a long time favourite for guests of all ages. With loads of over-the-edge wall time, speeds up to 33km/h (20.5mph), surprise drops and twisting turns, this family experience ensures everyone is smiling at the end. Available in two sizes, WhiteWater can engineer a Family Raft Ride to fit your requirement.

**Vehicle**
- 4, 6 or 8 person family raft

**Hourly Capacity**
- 340-1080 guests

---

"WhiteWater has helped us build the best amusement facilities in the area with their inspiring design services and great attractions. Their experience and creativity is truly unmatched in the industry."

- Ahmed Al Wassief
  Managing Director of Wings Group for Tourism Investment
  Coral Sea Resort, Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt

---

**CONFIGURATIONS**
- Förup Sommerland, Blakhus, Denmark
- Bali Waterpark, Fushun, China

**LAUNCH SYSTEM**
- reliable and efficient

**MINIMIZING QUEUES**
- maximizing throughput

---

**RAFT RETURN**
- conveyor recommended

---

- Samsung Everland Caribbean Bay, Yagen, South Korea
- Mt. Olympus Water & Theme Park, Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin
- Fårup Sommerland, Blakhus, Denmark

---

"Over 350 Installations Worldwide"
Anticipation at its peak!

Inside the launch capsule, facing forward, arms crossed, the anticipation peaks as riders wait for the trap door to open below into an intense vertical free fall into the loop with speeds and exhilaration leaving riders breathless. Patented translucent fiberglass provides strong visual and spectator appeal.

SAFE AND RELIABLE
Launch and operation

TRUE FREEFALL
engineered for the safest

0 TO 2.5G
In under 2 seconds

OVER 3 MILLION
views on YouTube

Hourly Capacity
100 guests

Patented Technology
US7854662 B2; EP9335464 A1; EP9335464 B2; DE102006062349 A1; DE502007002827 D1; DE 102006062349 B4

More than 70 installations worldwide:
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
Egypt
Georgia
Guatemala
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Mexico
Qatar
Russia
S. Africa
Spain
Thailand
UAE
Ukraine
USA

IAAPA Brass Ring Award
Best New Product
2009
Give them something to talk about!
Built with a balance of safety and thrill in mind, these high speed slides generate an adrenaline pumping, heart-pounding, head-rushing experience and are guaranteed to give thrill seekers something to talk about.

THRILLS

reach a new level of excitement with an AQUALAUNCH

THE CLEAREST translucent fiberglass on the market

Aquadora

AquaDrop
Hawaiian Falls, Mansfield, Texas
Puntown Splashtown USA, Saco, Maine

Flatline Loop

Freefall Plus Speed Slide

Freefall Plus

Freefall waterslide with enclosed AquaTube™ at entrance

Freefall Plus

Freefall waterslide with enclosed AquaTube™ at entrance

Aqualauch capsule at entrance

Hourly Capacity 180 guests

AquaTube™

An enclosed high speed waterslide

Flatline Loop

An AquaTube™ with a flattened figure-eight section

Speed Slide

A wavy, serpentine-like open waterslide

Freefall

An open waterslide with a straight steep drop

Chimelong Waterpark, Guangzhou, China
Atlantis Paradise Island, Paradise Island, The Bahamas
Funtown Splashtown USA, Saco, Maine

Orbie's

Orbie's

FAVOURITE

superior design exceeds SAFETY STANDARDS

WhiteWater Waterparks
Add a Twist to the ORIGINAL Mat Racer

Taking mat racing to the next level! Descend through enclosed high speed AquaTubes™ that spiral alongside each other into a surprise drop as riders challenge each other to see who is the fastest. This highly competitive waterslide encourages guests to race again and again.

**WHIZZARD™**

**Hourly Capacity**
150 guests per lane

**Worldwide Installations**
- Cedar Point Sandusky, Ohio
- Bali Waterpark, Fushun, China
- Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE
- Wet’n’Wild Sydney, Sydney, Australia

**Multiple Lanes of twists and turns**

**Whizzard™ Twist**
AquaTwist + Spiraling AquaTubes™ + Multi-Lane Mat Racer

This configuration combines three unique experiences that enhance the fun and visual appeal!
MULTI-LANE MAT RACER

Everyone is down for some friendly competition!

Side-by-side Multi-Lane Mat Racer waterslides take riders on an exciting head-to-head competition over a series of gut-wrenching bumps, accelerating riders towards the finish line anxious to see who is the winner.

Vehicle
1 person mat

Hourly Capacity
150 guests per lane

Need for Speed up to 50km/h (31mph)

Stimulate your guests’ imagination and enhance the overall experience.

Add stop and go lights, a timer and a checkered flag for a truly authentic racing atmosphere.

HIGHEST QUALITY fiberglass in the industry

Calypso Waterpark, Ottawa, Ontario

UNLIMITED fiberglass colour combinations

Calypso Waterpark, Ottawa, Ontario

SUPERIOR shut down lanes

El Rollo Waterpark, Cuernavaca, Mexico

Pirates Bay Waterpark, Baytown, Texas

Wet’n Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada

Stimulate your guests’ imagination and enhance the overall experience.

Add stop and go lights, a timer and a checkered flag for a truly authentic racing atmosphere.

Calypso Waterpark, Ottawa, Ontario

El Rollo Waterpark, Cuernavaca, Mexico

Pirates Bay Waterpark, Baytown, Texas

Wet’n Wild Las Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada
Most Watched WhiteWater YouTube Video 16.7 Million Views

**BOWLS**

*Revolutionary number of rotations!*
Starting with a high speed drop through an AquaTube™, riders are launched into the bowl where centrifugal forces keep riders high on the wall for several rotations. Add a light and sound package to our enclosed version to create a thrilling dark experience.

**Hourly Capacity**
- 120-860 guests

**Vehicle**
- Body / no vehicle
- 1-2 person inner-tube
- 4 or 6 person family raft

**Patented Technology**

---

**Locations**
- Hawaiian Falls, Mansfield, Texas
- Spa World, Osaka, Japan
- Paradise Bay, Lombard, Illinois
- Holiday Inn Harborside, Clearwater, Florida
INNER-TUBE

Over 1000 installations worldwide!
Using a series of slide path designs and a combination of open and enclosed flumes, the highly popular inner-tube complex offers a variety of exciting twists, turns and drops to create an experience suitable for guests of all ages. Our slide paths are designed to fit distinct site characteristics and create unique ride experiences, dependent on your requirements.

Vehicle
1-3 person inner-tube

Hourly Capacity
480 guests

AquaLucent™
The latest in waterslide effects, AquaLucent™ allows natural light to shine through multiple sections of any enclosed waterslide.
Customize to Fit Your Space and Budget

**Tried, tested and true favourites!**
Our designers have mastered the art of slide path design by creating custom-fit waterslides for tight spaces. No matter the size of the structure, fast or slow, open or enclosed, WhiteWater delivers a full range of experiences and the ultimate waterslide to fit your requirements.

**FOR ALL AGES**
and skill levels

- Evergreen Wings & Waves Waterpark, McMinnville, Oregon
- Wildwater Kingdom, Dorney Park, Pennsylvania
- Evergreen Wings & Waves Waterpark, McMinnville, Oregon
- Waterbom Bali, Kuta, Indonesia

**OVER 1,000**
installations worldwide

**Vehicle**
Body / no vehicle

**Hourly Capacity**
240 guests

**INDOOR AND OUTDOOR**
large or small

**TRANSLUCENT**
sections add natural lighting

**UNLIMITED FIBREGLASS COLOUR OPTIONS:**

---

Unlimited fiberglass colour options:
**KID’S SLIDES**

*Big thrills for the little ones!*

Designed specifically with gentle speeds and slopes into shallower pools to ensure a safe and fun experience. Options include inner-tube and body slides or add a little variety with a mini multi-lane and ramp slide. Kid’s sized iconic waterslides provide little ones with an equivalent play experience.

---

**SHALLOW pools**

Chenlong Waterpark, Guangzhou, China

**SAFE and fun**

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

**Hourly Capacity**

200-300 guests

---

**CUSTOM THEMING**

enhances the experience

---

**GENTLE SPEEDS**

and slopes

---

Iconic waterslides available as a Kid’s Slide: AquaSphere™, Boomerango™, Rattler™

---

Tianmu Lake Water World, Jiangsu Province, China

Key Lime Cove, Gurnee, Illinois

Waterbom Bali, Kuta, Indonesia

Chimelong Waterpark, Guangzhou, China

Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi, UAE

---

**Smaller Slides Bigger Smiles**
DESIGN SERVICES

We design with purpose.
Our design process is reasoned, rational, precise, delivered and collaborative. Beginning with a concept design, our designers move to completing architectural schematic designs and engineering drawings, creating synergy between all facility activities. WhiteWater’s team of talented designers, architects, landscape architects, and thematic designers live by the philosophy “if you can dream it, we can create it.”

managed completely IN-HOUSE

the highest level of DESIGN QUALITY

from large waterparks to INDOOR RESORTS

Encouraging CLIENT PARTICIPATION

The Best Team in the World

Truly Engineered Slide Path
Each slide path is individually designed to fit distinct site and project characteristics as well as meet your facility’s demographic profile. No other company runs computer simulations on every waterslide to provide the optimal experience and highest level of safety.
WhiteWater has a rich history of success because we constantly strive to innovate and evolve as the industry’s global leader. Our unparalleled expertise and our commitment to exceeding expectations are proven with WhiteWater’s growing list of over 100 awards and accomplishments.

**AWARDS**

**IAAPA Awards**

- **20+**
- 2012: IAAPA Best New Product - AquaCourse™
- 2013: IAAPA Best New Technology - SilkNet™
- 2011: IAAPA Impact Award - Family Python™ MEGAblaster™
- IAAPA Best New Product - World’s First Ropes Course on a Cruise Ship

**IAAPA Best New Product - Atlantis™**

- **2010**
- 2009: IAAPA Best New Product - AquaLoop™
- IAAPA Must See Waterpark - West Edmonton Mall World Waterpark
- 2008: IAAPA Best New Product - Family Boomerango® (5-person)
- IAAPA Must See Waterpark - Samsung Everland Caribbean Bay
- 2007: IAAPA Best New Product - Family Boomerango® (4-person)
- IAAPA Must See Waterpark - Chimelong Waterpark
- 2006: IAAPA Best New Product - Whizzzz™
- IAAPA Must See Waterpark - Wild Wadi Water Park, Dubai, UAE
- 2005: IAAPA Best New Product - ZipCoaster™
- 2004: IAAPA Best Equipment and Supplies - SitxTek™
- 2003: IAAPA Best Waterpark Ride & Attraction - AquaPlay™ RainFortress™
- 1999: IAAPA Best New Waterpark Ride Attraction - FlowRider®
- 1995: IAAPA Best New Product - Master Blaster®
- IAAPA Best New Product - FlowRider®
- 1994: IAAPA Best New Product Award in three categories - Master Blaster®
- 1991: IAAPA Most Outstanding Exhibit of New Major Ride - FlowRider®

**WWA Awards**

- **20+**
- 2014: WWA Leading Edge Award - Tower of Poseidon at Atlantis the Palm
- WWA Leading Edge Award - Whizzzz™ Twist, Twisting Aquaslide™
- 2013: WWA Leading Edge Award - Fusion Boomerang® + Manta®
- 2012: WWA Leading Edge Award - AquaCourse™
- WWA Leading Edge Award - Master planning and the development of "Pearltasters" (SplashQuest®) and "Stiffer’s Slides" (FlowRider®)
- WWA Leading Edge Award - Bubble’s Barrel (FlowRider®)
- 2011: WWA Industry Innovation Award - Acrylic Master Blaster®
- 2010: WWA Industry Innovation Award - Scorpion’s Tail (AquaLoop®) at Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- WWA Best New Technology - SplashQuest®
- 2006: WWA Industry Leadership Award for Supplies, Manufacturer
- 2000: WWA Hall of Fame Award - Geoff Chutter
- WWA Hall of Fame Award - Rick Brigg
- 1993: WWA Industry Innovation Award - SpaceBowl®
- 1991: WWA Industry Leadership Award

**Golden Ticket Awards**

- **30+**
- 2014: Golden Ticket Award Best New Waterpark Ride - “Snake Pit” at Dorney Park
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark - Blizzard Beach
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark - Typhoon Lagoon
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Indoor Waterpark - Kalahari Resort, Ohio
- Golden Ticket Award Best Indoor Waterpark - Kalahari Resort, Wisconsin
- 2011: Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Indoor Waterpark - West Edmonton Mall World Waterpark
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark - Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- 2010: Golden Ticket Awards Best New Ride (Waterpark) - Poseidon’s Rage (Surf Waves) at Mt.Olympus Water & Theme Park
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark - Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - AquaLoop™
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Typhoon Lagoon
- 2009: Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Aquatica
- Golden Ticket Award Best Indoor Waterpark - West Edmonton Mall World Waterpark
- 2008: Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Aquatica
- 2007: Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Indoor Waterpark - West Edmonton Mall World Waterpark
- 2006: Golden Ticket Awards Best Waterpark Ride - Master Blaster® at Schlitterbahn
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride - Typhoon Lagoon

**Industry Accomplishments**

- **Over 200 Awards**
- 2013: BC Export Award - Manufactured Products
- European Star Award - Europe’s Best Water Slide - Family Rattler® at Aqua-Lazika
- World Travel Awards, Middle East Leading Tourist Attraction - Yas Waterworld, Abu Dhabi
- Buzzfed.com “The coolest water slides from around the world”
- Proud Supplier of 9 water slides
- CNN.com “Top 10 of the world’s best water parks” - Proud supplier of 9 of 12 waterparks
- Aquatica International Most Valuable Product - AquaSplash™
- Richmond Chamber of Commerce Business Excellence - "Innovation of the Year" Canada’s 50 Best Managed Private Companies
- 2012: Aquatica International Best Waterpark - Aquatica™
- 2011: Chosen as “World’s Greatest!…” creator, builder and designer of waterparks/“World’s Greatest!…” on IGN TV Aquatica International Top Waterpark Resort - Key Lime Cove
- Golden Ticket Award Best Waterpark Ride of 2010 - Scorpion’s Tail (AquaLoop®) at Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Aquatica International Most Valuable Products - SilkTek™
- 2009: Green Building of America Excellence in Green Building
- 2007: Wisconsin Builder construction trade magazine - Top Construction Projects in Wisconsin - Poseidon’s Rages (Surf Waves) at Mt.Olympus
- 2005: Pennsylvania European Award Best Idea - ZipCoaster™
- 2003: ScreamScape “Ultimate” Water Ride Award
- 2002: ScreamScape “Ultimate” Water Ride Award
- 2004: European Star Award: Europe’s Best Water Slide - Family Rattler® at Aqua-Lazika
- Aquatica International Dream Design Award - Tower of Poseidon at Atlantis the Palm
- Aquatica International Most Valuable Product - SilkGel®
- Telly Award - “A Day With Wt1’s Wild Las Vegas”
- TripAdvisor “Top 10 Waterparks” - Proud supplier to all 10 waterparks

- ABOUT.COM Best New Water Park Ride of 2010 - Scorpion’s Tail (AquaLoop®) at Noah’s Ark Waterpark
- Aquatica International Most Valuable Products - SilkTek™
- 2009: Green Building of America Excellence in Green Building
- 2007: Wisconsin Builder construction trade magazine - Top Construction Projects in Wisconsin - Poseidon’s Rages (Surf Waves) at Mt.Olympus
- 2005: Pennsylvania European Award Best Idea - ZipCoaster™
- 2003: ScreamScape “Ultimate” Water Ride Award
- 2002: ScreamScape “Ultimate” Water Ride Award
Does each WhiteWater waterslide have a list price?

As WhiteWater customizes each waterslide to fit your requirements, the price depends on many factors that can change depending on the design.

- Required towers, stairs, railings, and other structural supports
- Slide path length and required fiberglass
- Conveyor or vehicle support system
- Launch system

How are all the activities that go into my project coordinated?

Scheduling is coordinated by WhiteWater’s dedicated Master Scheduler along with a dedicated project management team who works hard to manage all activities required to complete your project. Our in-house operations provide us with complete control. We provide realistic completion dates and work to offer the most on-time delivery in the industry.

Will I need a conveyor system?

It is recommended to have a conveyor system for any waterslide that utilizes ride vehicles larger than 3 person family rafts. A conveyor system provides easy raft retrieval for guests and ensures maximum safety for young guests.

What are the different ride vehicles?

Each waterslide is engineered for specific ride vehicles and weight restrictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ride Vehicle</th>
<th># of person family rafts</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Flow Rate</th>
<th>Flume Width</th>
<th>Pool Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2 person</td>
<td>4 person family raft</td>
<td>272 kg (600 lb)</td>
<td>5.0 m/s (16 ft/s)</td>
<td>19 - 18 m (61 - 59 ft)</td>
<td>25 - 20 m (82 - 65 ft)</td>
<td>3.3 - 3.0 m (11 - 9.8 ft)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 person family raft</td>
<td>4 person family raft</td>
<td>228 kg (500 lb)</td>
<td>5.0 m/s (16 ft/s)</td>
<td>19 - 18 m (61 - 59 ft)</td>
<td>25 - 20 m (82 - 65 ft)</td>
<td>3.3 - 3.0 m (11 - 9.8 ft)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 person family raft</td>
<td>6 person family raft</td>
<td>186 kg (400 lb)</td>
<td>5.0 m/s (16 ft/s)</td>
<td>19 - 18 m (61 - 59 ft)</td>
<td>25 - 20 m (82 - 65 ft)</td>
<td>3.3 - 3.0 m (11 - 9.8 ft)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*8 person family rafts available for select waterslides

What are my options for enhancing my waterslide and making it unique?

SilkTek®, SilkGet®, Slideboarding, Theming, Translucent Fiberglass, AquaLucent™, Flume-thru-Flume™ technology and sound and light packages.

Warranty

WhiteWater West Industries warrants against all the manufacturing defects in the fiberglass and steel support components for twelve (12) months.
WhiteWater is the world’s largest designer and manufacturer of a diverse range of ORIGINAL products for the waterpark and attractions industry. We specialize in high quality waterslides, multi-level water play structures, wave-generating equipment, FlowRider® stationary surfing machines, harnessed attractions, interactive play and water rides. With reliable customer service representatives dedicated to each stage of the project, WhiteWater is the industry leader in concept to completion project execution.